Freedom from violence, stigma and stereotypes

PROGRAM

Virtual conference on 4 February 2020, 3:00 p (EST)

#MyBeijing25
#MyfwMAP
#FemMoveFreedom

Welcome by Soon-Young Yoon, International Alliance of Women

Poll I

Update on Beijing + 25 and schedule conferenced Houry Geudelekian, Chair of the NGO CSW/NY and UN Women

Theme presenters Freedom from violence, stigma and stereotypes

Jaime Todd Gheg, legal advisor with Amnesty International
Fatimah Kafagy, founder, Feminist Alliance for Arab Women

Breakout groups: Discussion

Discussion question: What action do you take to have the greatest impact on “Freedom from violence, stigma and stereotypes? (facilitators = Mavic Bianco, Catarina Carvalho, Cabrerra-Balleza)

Breaking down silos

Catarina Carvalho, International Planned Parenthood Federation
Mavic Cabrerra-Balleza, Founder and CEO, Network of Women Peacebuilders
Mabel Bianco, Director FEIM

POLL II - "What is your priority?"

**RAFFLE

The Feminist and Women’s Movement Action Plan—Where are we going? Krishanti Dharmaraj, Ex. Director of the Center for Women’s Global Leadership, Rutgers U and Melissa Upreti, Senior Director, Program and Global advocacy

Call to Action, young feminist

OPEN MIKE – Everyone says good-bye